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What is LifeSpace? 
 
LifeSpace is an innovative inflatable classroom and portable teaching kit that is used to deliver our skills-for-life 

project into primary schools. Children enter the magical world of LifeSpace where our specially trained Educators 

deliver fun and interactive health, wellbeing and drug education workshops to whole classes from Nursery to Year 6. 

 “The LifeSpace landed in our school hall. The giant tent has Harold inside. Didn’t feel like the school hall. It felt like 

we were somewhere else. Don’t change anything because it was amazing!”                                             Year 5 Pupil 

The LifeSpace is big enough (3.8m x 3.8m) to seat 32 children and can be set-up by one person. Weighing 18kg, the 

Life Space is easily transported in a car. 

Why we need LifeSpace    
      

Life Education has traditionally used mobile classrooms 

called ‘Life Buses’ to deliver our skills-for-life project. But 

a detailed analysis of our business model identified the 

‘Life Bus’ as a potential barrier to our sustainability and 

expansion.  

 

Our ‘Life Buses’ are over 10 years old and costly to 

repair, insure, store and transport. A new unit costs 

around £60,000. We’re also unable to work with some 

schools because they have small playgrounds or 

restricted access.  

 
Evaluations have shown that the LifeSpace is more cost 

effective, efficient and easier to transport than our 

traditional ‘Life Buses’. We’ve also been able to reach 

new children because the LifeSpace is available to all 

schools. 

 

LifeSpace Kit contents: 

 Inflatable classroom (3.8 x 3.8m) and repair kit 

 LED lighting system 

 ‘Harold’s house’ 

 Pumps 

 Portable projector, carry case/stand and screen 

 Star projector and speakers  

 Accessories (chargers, adaptors, cables) 

 iPad (128Gb) and iPod touch 

 Teaching Kit, including laminates, activity cards/games, lesson packs, bookmarks, certificates, stickers 

 Harold puppet 

 Augmented reality t-shirts, anatomy organ tunic and other props 

 3 x large wheeled bags 

 TOTAL COST - £10,400 



 
 

  

The LifeSpace packs down into 4 portable bags 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


